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In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Ever Merciful

INFORMATION
FOR GUESTS VISITING JAPAN FOR JALSA SALANA

Insha Allah the 26th Jalsa Salana Japan is scheduled to be held on 12,13
May 2006.Here is some information for guests to make their stay in Japan
before, after and during Jalsa more convenient.
The Headquarter of Jamaat Ahmadiyya Japan is located in Nagoya city,
about 350 KM South of Tokyo. Jalsa Gah is a rented premises some 7 KM
awaya from the Headquarter Nagoya City. Nagoya has international airport
with direct flights from many countries. It will be convenient and
economical to arrive directly at Nagoya International airport, But you can
either arrive at Tokyo International airport Narita or Kansai Airport
(Osaka). Both the cities are far from Nagoya and there is a possibility of
getting connecting flight to Nagoya.
Accommodation is about 5 KM away from Jalsa gah and Mission house,
there will be an arrangement of transport in between accommodation and
Jalsa gah ,during the 2 days of Jalsa. You are required to bring in only
personal belongings.
You are requested to choose Nagoya Airport (for details, see at the back)
as your final arrival destination. The guests who inform us their arrival
schedule in advance will be received at Nagoya Airport or railway station.
Before and after the Jalsa, guests can stay at hotels (paying their own cost
which is approximately 5000 Yen up per day). However for a limited
number of guests ,who inform earlier (10 days in advance) arrangements
will be made to stay at homes of Ahmadi brothers in and around Nagoya. If
the guests have friends or relatives in Japan they can make arrangements
to stay with them.

Jalsa kitchen ( Langhar ) will provide Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner at
Ahmadiyya Muslim Center and Jalsa premises during hospitality period.
Guests staying with friends or relatives will be entertained by them.
Nagoya has all kinds of foods available for many tastes. You may entertain

yourself with your favorite food and taste at restaurants all over the city
and enjoy Japanese hospitality too. Only problem is that menu is almost in
Japanese and usually staff speaks Japanese only. More over Japan is one
of the safest countries in the world. However it is always safe to take care
of you belongings.
Nagoya, Tokyo, Osaka and many other cities have subway train system,
which is convenient and safe. If you plan to travel by train (Japan Railways
connect all cities and areas of Japan) then it is very economical if you
bring Japan Rail Pass from your country. This pass cannot be purchased
inside Japan. Japan Rail Pass cannot be used on subway trains or on
private railways. It is used on Japan Railways (JR). Some of the volunteers
may be available with transport to entrain you for sightseeing in and
around Nagoya and Tokyo after Jalsa.
Weather at the beginning of May is warm in the day but cool in night. It
may become too cool. So bring Jacket or sweater.
CONTACT TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Ahmadiyya Muslim Center, Nagoya
Officer Jalsa Salana
Mohammed Abdullah
Officer Jalsa Gah
Zaheer Ahmad Rehan
Officer Khidmat-e-khalq
Nasir Nadeem Butt

Tel: 81(0)52-703-1868
Mobile Tel: 81(0)80-3639-8180
Mobile Tel: 81(0)90-4212-1922
Mobile Tel: 81(0)90-3251-4720

Your are requested to kindly remember us in your prayers and pray for
success of Jalsa Salana Japan. Jazakomullah.
Issued by;
Officer Jalsa Salana

JAPAN AHMADIYYA MUSLIM ASSOCIATION
Ahmadiyya Muslim Center, 2-1602 Kifune, Meito-Ku, Nagoya, 465-0058 Japan
Telephone: 81(0)52-703-1868
Facsimile: 81(0)52-703-9379

Current Nagoya Airport :
Chubu International
Airport (Japanese: 中部国
際空港),
Located in the middle of Japan
and supported by the Nagoya
metropolitan area, Nagoya
Airport is the third largest
international passenger airport
in Japan after New Tokyo
International Airport and
Kansai International Airport.

Chubu
International
Airport is also known as

Central Japan International
Airport (CENTRAIR), is an
airport being constructed on an
island in Ise Bay, south of
Nagoya in Aichi Prefecture,
Japan. It is named after the
surrounding
Chubu
region.
Chubu is Japan's third off-shore
airport, after Nagasaki Airport
and
Kansai
International
Airport in Osaka.

